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Abstract. For many mobile service robot applications, planning
problems are based on deciding how and when to navigate to certain
locations and execute certain tasks. Typically, many of these tasks
are independent from one another, and the main objective is to obtain plans that efficiently take into account where these tasks can be
executed and when execution is allowed. In this paper, we present an
approach, based on merging of partial order plans with durative actions, that can quickly and effectively generate a plan for a set of independent goals. This plan exploits some of the synergies of the plans
for each single task, such as common locations where certain actions
should be executed. We evaluate our approach in benchmarking domains, comparing it with state-of-the-art planners and showing how
it provides a good trade-off between a fast but imprecise approach of
sequencing the plans for each task, and a unified approach where a
planner is called for the large problem of achieving all goals.

1

INTRODUCTION

Consider a mobile service robot operating in an office building for a
long period of time, where it autonomously performs tasks to assist
the occupants in their everyday activities. One can imagine a wide
array of tasks for such a robot to execute, for example:
• “Bring me a cup of coffee.”
• “Check if there are people in office 123.”
• “Check if the emergency exits are clear.”
Note that this class of task have a common set of properties that
one can take advantage of:
1. They require the robot to navigate to certain locations to execute
certain actions, i.e., they include spatial constraints;
2. The actions associated with them can be executed concurrently.
For example, a sensing action is often fixed to a location, but processing and reasoning about the sensed data can be done in parallel
with the robot’s movement;
3. Their goals are independent, in the sense that executing a certain
task ωi is not a precondition to successfully execute task ωj . This
means that they can be straightforwardly split into a set of different
planning problems.
Furthermore, even though the goals are independent, the existence
of spatial constraints means that there might be “synergies” between
the independent plans, e.g. the locations visited while executing task
ωi might also be of use for executing task ωj . Along with these spatial constraints, there are also timing constraints related to navigating
between locations.
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In this paper, we build on these insights to present an algorithm
that, given a set of plans for each task, efficiently merges them into
a global plan for all tasks that interleaves actions working towards
different goals.
Our merging algorithm is based on partial-order planning (POP),
a least-commitment search in the space of (partial order) plans. POP
presents clear benefits for our robot-oriented merging approach, including:
1. The least-commitment approach of partial order planning yields
more “merging points” between plans, when compared to a totally
ordered plan;
2. POP presents a flexible approach to temporal planning with
durative concurrent actions, allowing parallel action execution
straightforwardly;
3. POP produces plans with more flexibility in execution as commitments can be determined at execution time when temporal information is more certain.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are (i) the definition of a class of planning problems that are well-suited for the specification of execution routines for mobile service robots; and (ii) a
partial order plan merging algorithm that is able to generate plans for
a large amount of tasks, while taking advantage of possible synergies
between such tasks, thus improving the overall robot’s behaviour. For
the class of problems we tackle in this paper, our approach is competitive with state-of-the-art forward chaining planners in benchmarking
domains. Furthermore, the use of POP allows us to easily tackle concurrent actions, which allows us to outperform the state-of-the-art
forward chaining planners in domains where reasoning about concurrent actions is required.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide an
in-depth overview of state-of-the-art planners, and their limitations
for our domain. In sections 3 and 4 we formalise the problem and
background we rely on. Finally sections 5 and 6 present our novel
algorithm and its evaluation.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1

Temporal planners

In order to compare our proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art
temporal planners, we focus on those that successfully participated
in the temporal track of the latest International Planning Competition (IPC) in 20141 . The 6 following planners participated in the
competition: YAHSP3 [30] pre-computes relaxed plans for estimated future states which are then exploit to speed-up the forward
1
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The ROSPlan framework [5] is a general framework that allows for a
task planner to be embedded into the Robot Operating System (ROS),
a middleware widely used in the robotics community. As a proof of
concept, ROSPlan has integrated the POPF planner [6], an ancestor
of OPTIC. This integration with execution is also part of our future
work, and we plan to explore how our techniques can be integrated
in such an execution framework.
Additionally, some modelling languages have been developed
with the goal of having a closer integration between planning and
execution. Of particular interest are the NDDL [2] and the ANML
[25] modelling languages. These are based on the notion of timelines, i.e., sequences of tokens. A token is a timed predicate that
holds within a start and end time. The timeline representation was
developed by NASA and used in open-source project EUROPA [13]
in order to model and plan for real world problems and to allow a
close integration with the execution of such plans. This representation was also exploited in T-REX [17], a model-based architecture
for a robot control which used a tight integration of planning and execution. Another system closely integrating planning and execution
is FAPE [20], built on the ANML language. Unfortunately, these system based on timelines do not have scalability of the state-of-the-art
planning approaches we presented above.
To summarise, none of the reviewed systems is capable of executing a great variety of tasks and of interleaving execution of these
tasks in order to minimise execution time.

state-space search. YAHSP3-MT [31] is a multi-thread extension of
YAHSP. The YASHP3 planner is also exploited by another contestant, DAEY AHSP [3]. DAE uses a Divide-and-Evolve strategy in
order to split the initial problem into a set of sub-problems, and to
evolve the split based on the solutions found by its wrapped planner.
In general, DAEX can be used with any planner, with the version
we evaluate wrapping YAHSP. Two other participants extend wellknown approaches to the temporal domain. First, the temporal-FD
planner [9] expands the FD algorithm [12]. The search state is extended with a discrete timestamp component, and state expansion
can be performed either by inserting an action or by incrementing
the timestamp. Second, ITSAT [21] expands a satisfiability checking
(SAT) approach to the temporal domain. ITSAT is the only planner
from the aforementioned that is able to handle concurrent actions
properly.

2.2

Temporal partial order planners

Another important class of temporal planners are those that provide
a temporal partial order plan as a solution. Versatile Heuristic Partial
Order Planner (VHPOP) [24] is one of the pioneers in this field. It
builds on the classical backward plan-space search used by partial
order planners, adding to it a set of different heuristics that allow for
a more informed choice of which flaw to solve, or which plan to explore. The use of these heuristics yields big improvements in terms
of speed, when comparing to previous partial order planners. In contrast, the more recent OPTIC [1] planer combines advantages of partial order planning with fast forward chaining techniques, which are
very popular in current planners, due to their speed and scalability.
Broadly speaking, OPTIC is a complete forward search algorithm
with backtracking.

2.3

2.4

Merging algorithms

There has also been a fair amount of research on the problem of plan
merging.
The first planning system using merging was probably NOAH
[23], as described in [10]. In NOAH, three criteria were introduced
to handle possible interactions between plans: eliminate redundant
preconditions, use existing operators, and optimise disjuncts. NONLIN [26] is also able to recognise if any goal is achievable by an
operator already in a plan. If such operator is detected, then ordering
constraints and variable bindings are used to change the such that the
found operator is used to fulfil the goal.
Temporal and conditional plan merging is done in [27] which extends work of Yang [34]. For two input plans, the algorithm provides
a new order of actions while detecting and removing useless actions,
by checking if their effects are already fulfilled by some preceding
action.
Related techniques to plan merging are plan repair and plan refinement. Refinement planning focuses on how to introduce a new
action to an existing plan, and was introduced in [15]. Work in [14]
uses a partial plan to save current refinements. The opposite case,
i.e., removing an action from the plan is handled in unrefinement
planning [28]. This addresses the plan repair problem of changing a
plan when it cannot be executed. Despite the fact that it was proved
that modifying an existing plan is no more efficient than a complete
replanning in the general case [19], plan repair might still be efficient
in certain domains. An example of recent plan refinement is planning for highly uncertain domains, such as underwater robotics [11].
In this case, one plan achieving a subset of tasks is produced. While
it is executed, the current state is observed in order to limit uncertainties. If the robot has unexpected available resources, allowing it
to perform more tasks, a pre-computed plan achieving another task is
inserted into the global plan. Our proposed algorithm combines ideas
from aforementioned merging approaches in order to allow flexible
execution on a mobile robot.

Planning & Execution for Mobile Service
Robots

The CoBot service robots [29] operate in an office building performing several predefined tasks. A server based architecture [8] manages incoming tasks from a web-based user interface, schedules tasks
across several robots [7], and keeps track of task execution. A similar
centralised system architecture is used by the mobile service robot
Tangy [16] which performs a sequence of predefined tasks when
schedules of users are taken into account. This problem is modelled
by mixed-integer programming and constraint programming techniques [4]. Mixed-integer programming is also used for scheduling
in the integrated control framework presented in [18]. In this work,
a stochastic high-level navigation planner provides expectations on
travel times between different locations to the scheduling algorithm.
In contrast to the previous architectures, robots Rin and Rout use a
constraint network [22]. This network is continuously modified by
an executor, a monitor and a planner in order to create configuration plans which specify causal, temporal, resources and information
dependencies between individual actions. All the above works are
based on scheduling approaches, which rely on a less fine grained
model of the environment, where tasks are seen as black-boxes, being pre-specified instead of planned for, and with the scheduler trying
to order them such that a set of timing constraints is satisfied. This
does not allow for direct reasoning over the possible synergies between different tasks, and the possibility to interleave actions from
different tasks in order to minimise execution time.
In recent years, there has also been work aiming at closing the loop
between task planning and real world execution on a robot platform.
2
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4.1

PARTIAL ORDER PLANNING

This approach
relies of unifying the set of tasks into a single task, i.e.,E
DS
S
S
S
ω=
i∈{1...n} Di ,
i∈{1...n} Ai , ( i∈{1...n} Ii ,
i∈{1...n} Gi )
Then, one can use an appropriate planning algorithm to find a solution for the single unified task. While this approach can more easily
take advantage of relations between goals in different tasks (e.g., two
tasks that should be executed in the same location), it can suffer from
scalability issues as finding a plan for the unified task can be much
harder than finding plans for each individual task by itself. This approach is used by most planners, such as VHPOP, OPTIC and all
presented planners from IPC 2014. Generally, the unified tasks are
modelled a priori and passed directly as an input to such systems.

We start by introducing the fundamental definitions and notation on
POP that will be used throughout the paper. For a thorough overview
of POP, we refer the reader to [33]. Furthermore, our merging algorithm assumes that plans have already been generated, so all actions
we deal with are grounded. Thus, we omit details about lifted actions
and bindings when describing the planning problems.
We start by defining a task in our framework. A task domain is a
set D = {f1 , .., fn } of atomic formulas (atoms) that will describe
a given state of the world. A state in this domain is represented by
F ⊆ D, where f is true in state F if f ∈ F . For a durative action
a ∈ A, we define its set of preconditions as the set of literals (atoms
or their negation) pre(a), its set of effects as the set of literals eff (a)
and its duration as d(a) ∈ R. Furthermore, we split a into its start
point a` and end point aa , and define the sets A` and Aa of action
start points and end points, respectively. Finally, a planning problem
is defined as P = (I, G) such that I ⊆ D is the initial state, and
G ⊆ D is the goal, where we say that a state F achieves the goal if
G ⊆ F . A task is then defined as ω = hD, A, P i.
A partial order plan (POP) is a tuple π = hA, L, Oi, where:

4.2

Sequencing planning algorithm

This approach generates a set of independent plans Πω =
{π1 , . . . , πn }, one for each task ωi , and then sequences them to create a single final plan. For the resulting plan to be valid, one needs to
decide on an ordering of the tasks and then modify the initial states
of each task according to the final state of the plan for the preceding
task. The ordering of the tasks can be done using a scheduling algorithm that can take into account extra timing constraints on the execution of tasks. This approach is common for mobile service robots,
e.g., [29, 18], due to its simplicity and efficiency. This is because
the planning problems to be solved when planning for the tasks independently will in general be much smaller than the single unified
one problem. However, simple sequencing comes at the price of plan
quality: this approach does not allow for the interleaving of actions
from plans for different tasks, taking advantage of synergies between
them.

• A is a set of actions;
l
→ ak represents that
• L is a set of causal links. A causal link aj −
literal l ∈ pre(ak ) is fulfilled as an effect of action aj ;
• O is a set of ordering constraints defining a partial order on the set
A. An ordering constraint aj ≺ ak represents that action aj must
finish before action ak can start.
l

Given a POP π, an open condition −
→ aj means that literal
l ∈ pre(aj ) has not yet been linked to the effect of any action. An
l

unsafe link (or a threat) is a causal link aj −
→ ak such that there is
an action am ∈ A that could possibly be ordered between aj and ak
l
and threatens aj −
→ ak by having ¬l ∈ eff (am ). The set of flaws of
a POP π is given by the union of its open conditions and unsafe links.
A POP planner searches through the space of POPs trying to resolve
all flaws of π. To do that, the planner tries to close open conditions by
adding new actions to A and new causal links to L, and solve threats
by adding new orderings to O to make sure that the threatening acl
tion am does not occur between the unsafe link aj −
→ ak . This can be
done by, for example, demotion, i.e., adding the constraint ak ≺ am
to O, or demotion, i.e., adding am ≺ aj to O.
In this work, we use the VHPOP planner as described in Section 2.2.

4

Unifying planning algorithm

4.3

Merging planning algorithm

This approach combines both aforementioned methods. It also plans
for tasks separately, obtaining Πω = {π1 , . . . , πn } but then it reasons over each plan, merging them together into a better plan than
the one obtained by simple sequencing. The final plan πf consists of
parts of the task plans in Πω and newly created plans Πjoin which
are used in order to connect these parts such that the final plan is
still free of flaws. Furthermore, while the merging procedure adds an
overhead at plan generation time when compared to the sequencing
approach, it allows us to inspect each individual plan, and find synergies between plans for different tasks that allows us to interleave
execution for different goals. A typical benefit of this approach in the
mobile robot domain is providing the possibility to execute actions
from different tasks when these actions share a common location.
The algorithm we present in the next section follows this approach.

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION
APPROACHES

In this paper, we are interested in solving the problem of finding a
POP for a given set of input tasks. More specifically, given a set of
tasks Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωn }, where ωi = hDi , Ai , (Ii , Gi )i and the
initial states of each problem are mutually consistent (Ij is consistent
with Ik if for all f ∈ Dj ∩ Dk , f ∈ Ij if and only if f ∈ Ik ), we
want to find a plan that achieves all goals G1 , ..., Gn .
There are several ways of solving such a problem, in the remainder of this section, we present three different approaches – unifying,
sequencing and plan merging. We argue that the merging approach
provides a good trade-off between the plan quality of the unifying
approach and the efficiency of the sequencing approach, hence, in
the next section we will present a plan merging algorithm to solve
our problem.

5

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we present our merging algorithm. Before we describe
it, we need to address an issue that can hinder the performance of the
merging algorithm, and present a solution for it.

5.1
5.1.1

Dependency Caused by External Constraints
Problem Illustration

As stated in the introduction, we assume independent tasks, i.e., tasks
where the goals can be partitioned and for which the execution of a
plan for task ωi is not a precondition to successfully execute task
3

ωj . However, these tasks can become dependent due to external constraints. In mobile robots domains, these are typically spatial constraints. We will illustrate this problem on the following example.
DeliveryBot A mobile robot delivers packages around a building.
A robot can move between locations (with duration 10), load packages (with duration 2), and unload packages (with duration 2). The
robot receives two tasks:
1. ω1 : ”Deliver package1 to location s2.”
2. ω2 : ”Deliver package2 to location s0.”

I1
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)

Initial states
I2
(at s0)
(pack2 s2)

π1a
(move s0 s1)[10]
(load pack1 s1)[2]
(move s1 s2)[10]
(unload pack1 s2)[2]

Planning states
π2a
(move s0 s2)[10]
(load pack2 s2)[2]
(move s2 s0)[10]
(unload pack2 s0)[2]

G1
(at s2)
(pack1 s2)

π1a
24
Table 1.

I1
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)

Initial states
I2
(at s0)
(pack2 s3)

π1b
(move s0 s1)[10]
(load pack1 s1)[2]
(move s1 s2)[10]
(unload pack1 s2)[2]

Planning states
π2b
(move s0 s3)[10]
(load pack2 s3)[2]
(move s3 s0)[10]
(unload pack2 s0)[2]

G1
(at s2)
(pack1 s2)

Goal states
G2
(at s0)
(pack2 s0)

π1a
24

Makespan
π2a
24

If a
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s2)
πf a
(move s0 s1)[10]
(load pack1 s1)[2]
(move s1 s2)[10]
(unload pack1 s2)[2]
(load pack2 s2)[2]
(move s2 s0)[10]
(unload pack2 s0)[2]

Goal states
G2
(at s0)
(pack2 s0)
Makespan
π2a
24

If b
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s3)
πf b
(move s0 s1)[10]
(load pack1 s1)[2]
(move s1 s2)[10]
(unload pack1 s2)[2]
(move s2 s0)[10]
(move s0 s3)[10]
(load pack2 s2)[2]
(move s2 s0)[10]
(unload pack2 s0)[2]
Gf b
(pack1 s2)
(pack2 s0)
(at s0)
πf a
58

Table 2. Plans π1b and π2b are merged into a single plan πf b

Gf a
(pack1 s2)
(pack2 s0)
(at s0)

I: (at s0),
(at s1), (at s2), (at s3)
:(at s2)

πf a
38

I: (at s0)

(load pack2 s2)

(load pack1 s1)

(unload pack2 s3)

(unload pack1 s2) (unload pack2 s3)

G:(pack2 s3), (pack1 s2)

(a) Updated plan

Plans π1a and π2a are merged into a single plan πf a

I
π1F

(load pack2 s2)

:(at s1)
(load pack1 s1)
(unload pack1 s2)

G:(pack2 s3), (pack1 s2)
(b) Extracted plan π1×

Figure 1. Preprocessing stages for task ω1 in the DeliveryBot domain.

Assume the initial state is I = {(at s0), (pack1 s1), (pack2 s2)},
and a partial order planner produces optimal plans π1a and π2a , as
depicted in Tab. 1. An example of a final merged plan, πf b , with
makespan 38 is also given in the rightmost column of Tab. 1. Notice
that action (move s0 s2) from plan π2 is not used as its effects are
satisfied by action (move s1 s2) from plan π1 . However, if the initial
state is I = {(at s0), (pack1 s1), (pack2 s3)}, a partial order planner
produces the plan π2b which is again optimal, see Tab. 2. In this
case, action move(s0 s3) will need to merged as well as its effects
are not satisfied. Hence, the output plan has makespan 58. However,
an optimal plan will not contain (move s2 s0), (move s0 s3) and will
instead directly use action (move s2 s3). Thus, the optimal plan for
the two goals has makespan 48.
As the biggest contributor to cost of the plan is travel time in mobile robot domains, we see external constraints, such as spatial in this
case, as a limiting factor for plan merging. Hence we argue that the
dependency caused by external constraints must be addressed.

5.1.2

research an automated approach for tackling external constraints in
our future work.
To illustrate the preprocessing in the DeliveryBot domain, the initial state for the task is updated with F I = {(at s1), (at s2), (at s3) }
I
and the new plans Πfω are obtained, see Fig. 1a. Finally, F I is extracted away from the plans and plans Π×
ω are obtained, see Fig. 1b
when × signals that these plans are not any more valid. The red arrows highlights which causal links are not satisfied now.

5.2

POMerX

After the above preprocessing, we tackle the following problem
πf = P OM erX (Π×
ext−ω , I, G},

(1)

where I, G are sets of the initial state and the goals for all the input
tasks, respectively and X stands for a POP algorithm which is used
×
to provide plans. Π×
ext−ω is a set of extended partial plans πext−ω .
An extend partial plan πext = hA, L, O, Asat , Lsat , Osat i is a POP
plan π extended by subsets of actions Asat ⊆ A, links Lsat ⊆ L
and orderings Osat ⊆ O which are satisfied in a merging state. The

Preprocessing External Constraints

We currently handle the dependency caused by the external constraints, such as task location in our domain, manually by adding
atoms related to the external constraints into the initial state. We will
4

choosePlan : This operator returns the plan πexp−min−dur ∈
Πexp−join with minimal duration. If more than one plan have
minimal duration, the plans created in order to achieve a precondition of an action are chosen. If there is still more than one such
plan, one of them is randomly chosen
get : get an action asat such that F satisfies pre(asat );
canBeMerged(a) : This boolean operation checks if the action a is
not threatening any current causal link or violating any ordering
in the partially ordered plan πs .
backtrack(Πexp−join−old ) : As none of the actions from Qa can
be merged, the algorithm backtracks to the previous state and
Πexp−join in this recovered state is replaced by Πexp−join−old
in order to propagate the plans. This safes not only runtime but
also it is how the merging algorithm will not try to add the same
failing plan again. If Πexp−join−old = ∅ then all options in the recovered state were tried but none of them expand the state. Hence,
the algorithm backtracks one more time.

merging state is expressed as a tuple
+

S = ht, F, F , F

−

, Q` , Qa , L, Πexp−join , Π×
exp−ω , πs i

(2)

where
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

t is duration of the current plan πs ;
F is a set of atomic propositions that holds in the state;
F + is a set of achievers i.e.,
F − is a set of deleters i.e.,
Q` is a queue of starts of actions which can be merged into plan
πs ;
Qa is a queue of ends of actions. Each end (a, ts ) of an action a
must be merged into the plan when t = ts + d(a) where ts is the
time of the state S when the start of the action was added to the
plan;
L is a set of causal links that still need to be satisfied;
Πext−join is a set of temporary extended POP plans satisfying
preconditions of Q` or conditions of L
Π×
ext−ω is the set of extended POP plans for each task;
πs = hAπs , Lπs , Oπs i is the POP plan that reaches the current
state.

Algorithm 1 POMerX (Π×
exp−ω ), I, G
1: S = h0, I, F0+ , ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, Π̌×
ω , ∅i
2: while !arePlansMerged() do
3:
updateActionsStarts(Π×
exp−ω )

POMerX algorithm is a greedy complete search algorithm which
searches over these states. The following operators are used to form
the algorithm. The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

4:
updateLinks(Π×
exp−ω )
5:
if Πexp−join = ∅ then
6:
for a ∈ Q` do
7:
updateTemporaryPlans(pre(a))
8:
end for
9:
for l ∈ L do
10:
updateTemporaryPlans(fl )
11:
end for
12:
end if
13:
πexp−min−dur = choosePlan()
14:
updateActionsStarts(πexp−min−dur )
15:
updateLinks(πexp−min−dur )
16:
repeat
17:
asat = get()
18:
until canBeMerged(asat ) or asat = ∅
19:
if asat = ∅ then
20:
Πexp−join = Πexp−join \πexp−min−dur
21:
backtrack(Πexp−join )
22:
else
23:
mergeAction(asat )
24:
end if
25: end while
26: return πs

arePlansMerged: This boolean operator tests, for each input plan
×
πext−i
∈ Π×
ext−ω , if all its actions, links and orderings are satisfied, i.e., A = Asat and L = Lsat and O = Osat . Moreover, if
×
all goals Gi of plan πexp−i
are such that Gi ∈ F . If this holds,
the places are successfully merged;
updateActionsStarts(Πexp ): For each plan πexp ∈ Πexp the set of
the active actions is updated as Q` = Q` ∪Aunsat where Aunsat
contains only those unsatisfied actions which do not have to be
placed after start of any other unsatisfied action, i.e., Aunsat ∩
Asat = ∅ and Aunsat ⊆ A\Asat . The placement requirement
is requested by some unsatisfied ordering or link. Of course, if an
action a is already presented in Q` it is not added again.
updateLinks(Πexp ) : For each plan πexp ∈ Πexp the set of the ac×
tive links is updated as L = L ∪ L×
unsat when Lunsat refers to
a set of unsatisfied broken causal links in plan πexp . An unsatisl
fied causal link aj −
→ ak occurs when l has not yet been achieved
in the merged plan. This can happen in two different situations.
First, the achiever (or deleter, in the case of a negative literal) action for l has not yet been merged to the final plan. This link will
become satisfied after the achiever/deleter action is merged, thus
it is not considered broken. In contrast, due to our preprocessing,
the input plans contains broken causal links L× , for which the
achiever/deleter action is not present in the relaxed plan. Hence,
unsatisfied broken causal links are those which are not satisfied
even though their achievers in the relaxed plan are merged.
updateTemporaryPlans(f ) : Πexp−join
=
Πexp−join ∪
πexp−join−l when πexp−join−l is a plan to achieve unsatisfied literal l of an unsatisfied broken causal link. This plan is
obtained by creating a new temporary task ωl = (Dl , Al (F, Fl ))
where Dl is the domain of literal l, the description of the current
search state F is the initial state, and the unsatisfied literal l is
the goal. The POP planner is then called to solve this simple
sub-problem. If a plan cannot be found, an empty plan with
infinite duration is added to set Πexp−join . If l is achieved in the
description of the current search state F , an empty plan with zero
duration is added for integrity of operation choosePlan.

mergeAction(a) : This operation merges a to the final plan, and updates the current state. It consists of:
createActions() : Action a is added to set of actions of plan πs ,
i.e., Aπs = Aπs ∪ a.
createLinks() : The preconditions of a are linked with their
achievers F + creating new causal links in plan πs for each
l
l ∈ pre(a) add to Lπs F + (l) −
→ a if l is a positive literal,
l

or F − (l) −
→ a if l is a negative literal.
createOrderings() : The orderings in plan πs first assume that
action a is concurrent to others already in the plan. If effects of
a are threatening any existing link in πs , the orderings of plan
5

I: (at s0)
(move s0 s2)

I

6

(move s0 s1)

We have developed a version of our algorithm POMerVHPOP which
embeds the VHPOP planner [24] for plan generation for individual
tasks2 . In this section, we evaluate the POMerVHPOP algorithm and
compare it with other temporal planners based on plan quality, measured using the makespan of the found solution, and scalability. For
each found plan, we run VAL, the validator of PDDL plans 3 in order
to ensure that the plan is valid for domain and problem. The evaluated planners maximum memory usage was limited to 8 GB. All
evaluation was run on Lenovo ThinkPad E-540 with Intel i74702MQ
Processor (6MB Cache, 800 MHz).

G: (at s2)

(a) πjoin−2

EVALUATION

(b) πs

Figure 2. Processing plans from POMerX algorithm during first iteration.

πs are updated in a way that a is promoted after the threaten
link. We only use promotion as the demotion will be against
the greedy decision of choosing actions based on their minimal
duration. This same idea is applied by OPTIC planner.

6.1

Domains and problems

We evaluate using domains taken from IPC 2014. However, we generate our own planning problems in these domains, as our algorithm
is based on the assumptions that tasks, i.e., goals in problems, are independent. Moreover, we assume only a single agent performing the
actions. For the merging planning algorithm, we generate n problems
P corresponding to n tasks, each problem has only a single goal. For
the sequencing planning solution, we generate problems with single
goals as with merging approach, but we set the initial state of problem pi+1 to the final (goal) state of problem pi . This is done in order
to be able to sequence the output plans to a single plan. The ordering
of the problems is decided by a simple FIFO strategy. For the unifying planning solution, we generate a single unified problem Pn with
n goals.

updateAtoms() : The set of atoms F and the set of achievers F +
and deleters F − is updated by the effects of the a.
updatePlans() : In the input plans Π×
exp−ω , the newly satisfied actions, links and orderings are added to the subsets
Asat , Lsat , Osat , respectively.
deleteActionsStarts : From set Q` are deleted such actions
whose effects are in the new F as they were satisfied by merged
action a. Hence, not all actions from the input plans have to be
merged into the final plan.
deleteLinks: From set L are deleted such links whose conditions
are satisfied in the new F .

6.1.1

updateActionsEnds : Qa = Qa ∪ (a, ts ) when ts = t + d when
d is action’s duration and t the time valid in the current state.

Drivelog domain

The Drivelog domain is the IPC 2014 domain closest to our main
focus of mobile service robots as it has spatial constraints. In order
to generate problems, we take the hardest problem from IPC 2014,
i.e., problem P21 , and modify it so that it has a single agent, i. e., one
truck with the driver already boarded. Then, we split the 23 goals for
package placing into 23 single problems. The initial state of these
single problems is extended by adding all atoms related to the spatial
constraints, i.e., all (at ?loc) where ?loc stands for any location in the
problem.

Algorithm 2 mergeOption(activeOption, Θ)
1: createActions()
2: createLinks()
3: createOrderings()
4: updateAtoms()
5: updatePlans()
6: deleteActionsStarts()
7: deleteLinks()
8: if a ∈ Q` then
9:
Qa = Qa ∪ (a, t)
10: end if
11: if a ∈ Qa then
12:
t = Qa [a]
13: end if

6.1.2

TMS domain

This domain is another benchmarking domain for IPC 2014 which
requires concurrent actions, a type of problem for which POP problems are especially suited. Even though this domain is about producing ceramic pieces, we choose it in order to demonstrate the capability of POMerVHPOP to handle concurrent actions. In this domain,
a kiln represents the agent. Hence, our problems contain initial state
that a kiln is always ready. We again use the hardest problem from
IPC 2014 and we create 17 problems. The smallest problem contains
2 goals and the largest 50 goals.

The proposed algorithm using aforementioned operations is in
Alg. 1 and method mergeAction(a) is in Alg. 2. The functionality of
the algorithm using the DeliveryBot example is illustrated in Tab. 3.
To summarise the algorithm, the new state is generated by merg×
ing an action a from an input plan πexp−i
or from a joining plan
πexp−join−f . The minimal duration of plans is used as a criterion
how to choose only one action to merge. A joining plan is generated
using the wrapped planner X in order to satisfied preconditions of
actions in Q` or conditions of links in L. The algorithm is complete
as it backtracks in its decisions.

6.2

POMerV HP OP in comparison to VHPOP

First, we analyse how our proposed algorithm improves over its
wrapped planner, in this case VHPOP. Thus we compare three algorithms: POMerV HP OP , VHPOP used to solve the unified problem, and VHPOP used to solve the sequencing problem. All algorithms were run on problems for Drivelog domain for 30 min and
2
3
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Table 3.

Changes to state S as the algorithm proceeds, where F + and F − are omitted. The line refers to the number of line in Alg. 1

Line
1

t
0

3

0

7

0

12

0

.

F
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s2)
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s2)
(at s0)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s2)
(pack1 s1)
(pack2 s2)
(at s1)

Q`
∅

Qa
∅

L
∅

Πext−join
∅

Π×
ext−ω
Fig. 1a

πs
∅

∅

∅

(at s1)[10]
(at s2)[10]

Fig. 2a

Fig. 1a

∅

(move so s1)`[10]

∅

(at s1)[X]
(at s2)[?]

Fig. 2a

Fig. 1a

∅

∅

((go so s1),0)a

(at s1)[X]
(at s2)[?]

∅

Fig. 1a

Fig. 2b

an average difference per plan is 7.67 units in which makespan is
recorded. As all packages must be loaded and unloaded in both plans,
the POMerV HP OP has only two options how to find better plan place loading and unloading in concurrency and find better path between locations. In 14 cases, POMerV HP OP found worse solution
than the best estimate by total difference 442.75 or 31.63 average
difference. The most of these cases is for problems with more goals
which is expected as the greedy heuristics is driven to a local optima
which occurs more often in bigger problems.

could use 8 GB of memory. The makespans are depicted in Fig. 3a.
VHPOP-unifying is able to find a solution for only five problems
before it reaches the memory limit. We also report on time and memory consumed, see Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c, respectively. As expected,
VHPOP-unifying consumes the most memory for the most of the
case and in problem 4, and problems 6-23 it does not find a solution
before the limit of 8 GB is found. In contrast, the sequencing approach will be always the fastest and the most memory efficient however it always finds the worst makespan. For the largest problem, the
makespan found by the sequencing approach is double the one found
by POMerVHPOP . This means that if the makespan is expressed in
duration POMerVHPOP saves about 460 min in the biggest problem
comparing to the fast sequencing approach even though it takes up
to 7 min to provide a solution. To summarise, we can state that our
merging algorithm wrapped around VHPOP significantly improved
scalability of standalone VHPOP. As POMerVHPOP is not yet optimised, it is the slowest approach.

6.3

POMerV HP OP in comparison to IPC planners

This evaluation is focused on comparing properties of our proposed
algorithm POMerV HP OP with the state of the art planners from IPC
2014, such as DAEY AHSP , YAHSP3-MT, TFD and Itsat, as described in Section 2. Additionally, we also compare to the POP-based
OPTIC planner [1] and to VHPOP using the sequencing solution.

6.4

Drivelog domain

For each problem from the Drivelog domain, the aforementioned
planners were called with limited runtime to the time how long
POMerV HP OP has run, see Fig. 3b. In order to express a quality
of the found makespan, we introduce estimates of the best and the
worst makespan. As the worst estimate, we use makespan found by
VHPOP in sequencing approach and as the best estimate, we run
DAEY AHSP for 30 minutes. Fig. 4 shows the recorded makespan
for each problem. Even though the makespan is not a continuous
function, we visualise the worst and the best estimates as a line in
order to highlight these limits.
Note that DAEY AHSP struggles in problems 7 and 11 to provide
a good solution. In both cases, the found solution is even slightly
worse than the worst estimate. Hence, we exclude these problems
from our following analysis. Our algorithm is better than the best estimate in seven problems by total difference 53.75. This means that

Figure 4. Makespans for problems in Drivelog domain.

6.5

TMS domain

Even though, planners DAEY AHSP , YAHSP and TFD perform very
well in Drivelog domain, they are unable to find a valid solution in
TMS domain as they do not handle concurrent actions correctly. As
result, we are comparing POMerV HP OP with only OPTIC, ITSAT
and we add original VHPOP as well, as it is known that POP planners are able to handle concurrency naturally. However an interesting
phenomena occurs for our problems – all planners find almost the
7

(a) Makespan

(b) Time

(c) Memory

Figure 3. Comparision of POMerVHPOP , VHPOP-unifying and VHPOP-sequencing.
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[16] Wing-Yue Geoffrey Louie, Tiago Stegun Vaquero, Goldie Nejat, and
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scheduling and facilitating multi-user activities’, in Proc. of 2014 IEEE
Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), (2014).
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Henthorn, and Rob McEwen, ‘T-rex: A model-based architecture for
auv control’, 3rd Workshop on Planning and Plan Execution for RealWorld Systems, 2007, (2007).
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same makespans. The negligible difference in OPTIC is caused by a
fact that starts of two actions can never occur at the same time due
to forward chaining so one start is postponed by ∆t = 0.001 after
previous. This phenomena occurs due to a fact that a kiln used for
baking ceramic has no resource limits. Thus all the ceramic pieces
can be baked in parallel.
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CONCLUSION

We presented an approach for merging of partial order plans especially suited for mobile service robots that need to execute tasks at
different locations in an environment. The approach is based on first
solving relaxed problems for each individual task, and then perform
search over the solutions for these relaxed problems, stitching them
together in a way that takes advantage of the synergies between the
different tasks. We provided an evaluation of our approach on two
benchmarking domains, showing that, for the class of problems we
are interested in, it is competitive with state-of-the-art temporal planners. Furthermore, it illustrated our approaches flexibility, as it can
perform well in the two domains we analysed, while the other approaches have issues in at least one of the domains.
Future work includes developing an automatic relaxation of the individual problems, and tackling issues related to the execution of the
plans we are generating in a mobile robot. This includes closing the
loop between plan generation and execution, for which we feel partial order plans are better suited than totally ordered ones, and tackle
other common issues for service robotics, such as timing constraints
on task execution, the uncertainty inherent to execution in the real
world, or merging of plans for new tasks arriving during execution.
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